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UK 2014 Cert 12A Running Time 123 mins

Director : James Marsh Writer: Anthony McCarten, based on Jane Hawking's book
Director of photography Benoit Delhomme Editor Jinx Godfrey 

Cast:
Stephen Hawking Eddie Redmayne Jane Wilde Felicity Jones
Jonathan Hellyer Jones Charlie Cox Beryl Wilde Emily Watson
Frank Hawking Simon McBurney Dennis Sciama David Thewlis
Elaine Mason Maxine Peake Brian Harry Lloyd
Robert Hawking age 17 Tom Prior Lucy Hawking age 14 Sophie Perry
Timothy Hawking age 8 Finlay Wright-Stevens Diana King Alice Orr-Ewing
Carter Thomas Morrison Ellis Michael Marcus

James Marsh brings to life the incredible story of Stephen and Jane Hawking (as recounted in Jane 
Hawking’s own memoir Travelling to Infinity: My Life with Stephen, which was the second and more 
temperate of the two books she has written).  The film sheds light on the personal world of a man so 
universally recognised, but whom few know as a person. While unique in its own way, the story of Stephen 
and Jane is actually a universal love story, the tale of how two people come together as a couple. 
 
As James Marsh told Deadline, “That’s really the essence of the story, it’s a very unusual love story in a 
very strange environment, a very strange sort of landscape, and that is I think the abiding theme of the film.
It is how these two characters, these two real people transcend all the complications and curveballs that life
throws at them.”

While Stephen’s physical handicap and intellectual accomplishments are
perhaps best known, the film belongs equally to Jane, and Jones’
portrayal of the woman who helped make Stephen Hawking the man he
would become.  

Jones told Entertainment Weekly that the film “was an absolute labour of
love. … We play both of them from their teens, in Jane’s case, through to
45. So it’s all the different stages and emotional upheavals of that
relationship for that period. It’s about how they coped with that and both
their own ambitions. They’re both extraordinary people and it’s a really
phenomenal story.”  

http://www.deadline.com/2014/08/theory-of-everything-trailer-stephen-hawking-eddie-redmayne-first-look-video/#more-803167
http://explore.bfi.org.uk/4ce2bdae013e2
http://explore.bfi.org.uk/528aa3ed6fbfc
http://explore.bfi.org.uk/5463ea2b45fa7
http://explore.bfi.org.uk/4ce2bc467724a
http://insidemovies.ew.com/2014/08/06/stephen-hawking-theory-of-everything-trailer/


As director James Marsh told Deadline, “’I think as good as Eddie is, people 
will look at that performance and respond to it, but I think Felicity, in her own 
way, has to be as good as Eddie to make the whole film work and I think it 
does work on that level.” 

Jones’ performance communicates the subtle sense that Jane thought she 
could endure the short life sentence Hawking was initially given but begins to 
quail when she realises that he will survive decades more, steadily needing 
more and more care. 

(Incidentally for those Archers fans out there, Gemma Jones played Emma 
Grundy for nearly 10 years from 1999).

Redmayne's astonishing physical transformation is the film's showiest 
feature, but the subtler emotional transformations he and Jones display over 
the course of their characters' embattled marriage are just as impressive. 

Watching Redmayne slumped in an electric wheelchair, simulating the effects
of Hawking's motor neurone disease, it's easy to forget you're looking at an actor.  Despite the likeness, this
is no mere imitation. Redmayne brings visceral force to the struggle between expressive longing and a 
body wracked by the condition. 

He is now starring in another biopic which is being mentioned as an Oscar contender, The Danish Girl, 
playing transgender woman Lili Elbe, one of the first people to have gender affirmation surgery. 

Jóhann Jóhannsson’s graceful score keeps the weepie strings in check, matched elsewhere by Marsh’s 
impeccable orchestration of multiple grounding support turns (David Thewlis, Harry Lloyd, Emily Watson, 
Martine Peake …). 

Despite its title, The Theory of Everything is less about astrophysics and
more about the quantum mechanics of human relationships under
pressure.  There has been some criticism that the film is rather lightweight,
but such critics seem to have expected an adaptation of Hawking's book
rather than his wife's work.

There are moments where the main characters seem too easy on each
other, as if this story has been lightly sanitised for public consumption
somewhere between history, memoir and screen, but the overwhelming
impression is that of a couple trying hard to do what’s best, and sometimes
not quite managing it. With so many movie marriages either flagrantly
unhappy or barely sketched, it’s inspiring to see a deeply felt commitment
that proved crucial in unlocking some of the secrets of the universe. 
 
The film is a compassionate and inspiring look at an extraordinary life,
anchored by two of the best performances of the year.  Hawking, who had permitted the use of his 
copyrighted voice, reportedly wept on seeing the film, calling it “broadly true.” 

Finally the following quote from Prof Hawking seems appropriate given recent news events
There should be no boundaries to human endeavour. However bad life may seem, while there is 
life, there is hope. 

Iain McGlashan
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Membership of WNCC allows you to attend the
films shown by Chertsey Film Society for £3.

They meet on Friday at Chertsey Hall and films begin at 7.45pm.

Their new season starts at 8pm tomorrow (Friday 11 September) 
with Belle.

The other titles they have are

Leviathan 2 October

Pride 16 October

'71 6 November

Boyhood 27 November

Saving Mr Banks 11 December

Still Life 8 January

Ida 29 January

Far From the Madding Crowd  26 February

X+Y 11 March

Marshland 1 April

Brooklyn 22 April

Further details at their website www.chertseyfilm.org.uk

http://www.chertseyfilm.org.uk/


Comments and reactions to: The Sessions
A funny, challenging and sensitive film.  A little gem A wee bit tedious – yawn!
Most unusual and beautifully acted Very unusual – a brave topic
Very unusual film – very well made Sad but lovely film well produced
Touching film told with sensitivity and humour Very touching indeed
A very moving film – unexpectedly so Moving
Not bad but too Hollywood at the end Strange
A one off – an incredible film Surprisingly watchable Very interesting film
Not sure about this film – a difficult one to watch – just worthwhile
Hmm – that was awkward – a moving exploration of what it means to be human
Prisoner of the body but not of the mind Good treatment of taboo subject
A bold film to make - and show! A good film to end the season – Thank you

Score 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  7 8  9 10 
 ~ ~ ~ 1 1 4 9 9 15 5 ~

No of reaction slips received = 44 Average Score = 7.02

Position Film Average Score
1st Philomena 8.29
2nd Captain Phillips 8.1
3rd The Rocket 7.85
4th Saving Mr Banks 7.78
5th A Royal Affair 7.76
6th Grapes of Wrath 7.45
7th All Quiet on the Western Front 7.19
8th Wadjda 7.06
9th The Sessions 7.02

10th Les Diaboliques 7
11th = Sunshine on Leith 6.92
11th = Un Secret 6.92
13th Django Unchained 6.57
14th Behind the Candelabra 6.47
15th Le Weekend 5.97
16th Mintras Duermes 5.8
17th Tommy 5.0

Our next film
on 24

September:
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